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Review of Key Principles
Healing Your Relationship with Money
7 Shifts in Consciousness That Will Heal your Relationship with Money – are you ready for your
money issues to disappear, and to experience financial abundance?
1. Examine the cause of your money issues, and not the symptoms. The cause will almost
always be some pattern in your consciousness that is no longer serving you. As you start
to shift your consciousness and your inner energy, the external circumstances will
change, and the symptoms will eventually (and, sometimes quickly!) go away.
2. View money through the lens of spirit. As you do this, money transforms from being
something dirty to something sacred, something filled with illumination, compassion, and
connection. Money is a wonderful means to take care of yourself and those you love and
then to contribute back to the world.
3. Believe that it is possible for you to heal your money issues, and have faith in your
spirit’s power to heal you.
4. Be curious about what money is trying to teach you in this lifetime, what is the lesson for
your soul, what is/are the bigger reason(s) for the struggles you have with money? Be
open to the answers as they reveal themselves to you.
5. See if you can view the struggles as opportunities for growth and expansion that help
your evolution. You are here as a soul on a journey to learn certain lessons in this
lifetime, and money is the vehicle for some of the most juicy lessons.
6. Open to the view that your money lessons are signposts to your soul’s lessons. The more
you embrace them, and open to them, allow them to break you open, the more you will
receive by way of insight and abundance.
7. Money is here as one of the greatest vehicles for your spiritual awakening. As you open
to this shift in consciousness, you will magnetize all you need, just by being YOU … not
the ego self, you, but the divine YOU at the spirit level.

Homeplay – Healing Your Relationship with Money
1. What are the true causes of my money issues? What is going on inside me that is causing
these external symptoms – issues with money?
2. When you view money through the lens of spirit, what shifts for you about money?
3. Do you believe it is possible to heal your money issues? If not, why not? Out that
negative voice in your head, and get some help from a friend or a mentor in debunking it!
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4. What are my persistent struggles with money trying to teach me in this lifetime? What is
the bigger reason for these struggles?
5. Why do my money struggles rear their head in my life again & again? What is the
opportunity for growth and expansion, the opportunity for my own evolution?
6. How are my money lessons signposts to my soul’s lessons?
7. Are you willing to open to the view that money is one of the greatest vehicles for your
spiritual awakening?
i. If not, why not? Share about your resistance – this is key to you opening
up to your abundance.
ii. If so, write a paragraph about this topic.

Powerful Questions to Help You Activate Wild
Wealth and Abundance
If still you’re having difficulty tapping into your Wild Wealth and Abundance, ask yourself these
questions1:
Money – choose a few of these daily
If you really want to have money, never give up, never quit. Stay committed to yourself and
your dream! You can do this!
• Energy Space and Consciousness: There is energy, space, and consciousness that is life
itself. That’s what you are. You have just forgotten momentarily, especially when you
are inside your fear, your comfort zone, your conditioning, your biology.
o What energy, space, and consciousness can I be to have more money than I ever
thought was possible with ease? And, what about with total ease?
o What energy, space, and consciousness can I be that would allow me to expand
my monetary reality with ease? And, what about with total ease?
o What energy, space, and consciousness can my body and I be that would allow us
to have never enough money but always too much to spend for all eternity with
total ease?
o What energy, space, and consciousness can you be to change all financial reality?
o What energy, space, and consciousness can I be for my gifts to be wanted with
such intensity that I have too much money for all eternity?
o What energy, space, and consciousness can my body and I be that would allow us
to have a million dollars with total ease?
• How can I use my money to create more than I have currently?
• What can I be or do different today that will make me money right away?
1

Questions derived from www.AccessConsciousness.com

2

These quotes are taken from a post written by Tom Suddess on May 5, 2009 taken from this web site:
http://www.forimpact.org/2009/05/take_a_quantum_leap.php
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•
•
•
•

What inspired point of view could I have today that would make me money right away?
What would it take to have more money than I could possibly spend?
What energy, space, and consciousness can you be that would allow you to be the creator
source of money you truly are?
How can I use my money to change somebody’s reality?

Reminders of a few Module 1 Materials
Money Magnetization
1. I believe that I can flourish financially doing what I love and giving my gifts, and I develop
my business savvy to create this reality.
2. As I continue to raise my vibration through my radiance practices, I magnetize clients and
money.
3. I boldly own the truth of my value as I price and sell my fabulous offerings.
4. I pay attention to money, and money pays attention to me. I step into a more powerful
money story every day, and it shows in my financial results.
5. I increase my income one financial win at a time.
6. I pay attention to my income and expenses.
7. I focus on income-producing activities.
8. My inner abundance is reflected in outer abundance

Quantum Leap Quotes2
QUANTUM LEAPS are about “exponential jumps” in your impact and your income.
(NOT about kaizen, tweaking, OR 3% to 5% growth tied to the adjusted cost of living or tuition
increases!)
QUANTUM LEAPS allow you to do MORE with LESS! Less resources. Less people. Less
money. The paradox: This creates MORE resources, MORE people and MORE money.

2
These quotes are taken from a post written by Tom Suddess on May 5, 2009 taken from this web site:
http://www.forimpact.org/2009/05/take_a_quantum_leap.php
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Reminders of key points from Module 4 – Easy reference quotables!
“If you are struggling with money in any way, you are playing at the small level of ego mind!
Play at the level of spirit and watch your money woes transform into money celebrations!”
~Leela Somaya
“As you learn to get your ego mind out of the way, release control and open the space for the
energy of your spirit to interact freely with the energy of the universe, money and abundance will
come easily.” ~Leela Somaya
“As you step into fully embracing your divine purpose, the power and truth of who you really
are, you will awaken to your riches. It’s the key to help you end your cycle of money pain, earn
what you’re worth, and have everything you want and more.” ~Leela Somaya
“Owning who you really are and having the courage to go for the mission for which you were
uniquely designed is the key to solving your money woes once and for all.” ~Leela Somaya
“This journey of abundance is not for the faint of heart and it doesn’t seem to make sense at
times. Your inner wisdom will guide you to do things that the ego mind rejects. Each time you
listen to the ego mind and follow it’s direction, you are cutting off your access to your best ally,
the energy of the universe.” ~Leela Somaya
Will you commit to reinventing your relationship with money and wealth? Let’s do this!
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